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Tom Ford-era Gucci handcuffs  on sale for $65,000 on men's  cons ignment shop Grailed. Image credit: Grailed
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Please be aware the clippings below may require a paid subscription to the listed media outlet to read an article in
full.

Today in luxury:

Book stores may be dying, but fashion brands are giving them new life
The future of bricks-and-mortar bookstores has been in peril for at least a decade. But whether you're actually
shopping for a book or not, you might actually find yourself wandering into a bookstore by accident. Because
fashion brands, from French icon Sonia Rykiel to New York-based Warby Parker, are curating books not as objects to
read but as objects of dcor, says Quartzy.

Click here to read the entire article on Quartzy

The Birkin bag mechanics

Wearing a tan leather Birkin on her shoulder, Muki Bolton walked into Artbag, at 1130 Madison Ave., and made a
beeline toward the boutique's manager, Estelle Moore, who stood at the front counter, per The New York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times

Diversity on magazine covers saw slight decline in 2017

We reviewed 153 covers from 10 leading U.S. fashion publications, and while some titles saw distinct improvement,
others went in a disappointing, opposite direction, reports Fashionista.

Click here to read the entire article on Fashionista

A pair of Gucci handcuffs from the Tom Ford era have popped up on the Internet for $65K

Long before Tiffany's began making "paper" plates or Balenciaga was turning Ikea-inspired totes into it bags, Gucci,
under the direction of former creative director Tom Ford, had a habit of putting its own luxe spin on a surprising
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amount of non-fashion items, according to W Magazine.

Click here to read the entire article on W Magazine
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